
Inaccessible coast and steep cliffs of Ibiza have formed such context where it is a necessity to think 
about alternative approach of experiencing a beach. That means that we need to rearrange and po-
sition all contents of traditional beach in accessible and convenient space. 

Concept of multifunctional penetration into the open see (DOCK) has emerged as a result of multilateral observation. The meaning of dock in its purest 
form represents separation from the beach and terminal for sailors and boats. In this kind of interpretation, meaning of the Dock has been expanded 
to concentration of activities and attraction not only boats and ships, but also different kind of light aircrafts. In that way The Dock becomes a plat-
form, an epicentre in its broader surrounding. 
As a reaction to the jagged coastline and restless sea we formed a strong 500 meters linear penetration.
In that space there is a Museum of Ibiza’s history, open-air cinema, sport courts for tennis, volleyball and beach football and space for scuba diving 
and snorkelling. These activities are separated by meeting points that would attract a large portion of visitors and therefore they contain restau-
rants, cafés, sunbathing zones and places for water jumping. Whole space is designed as linear oasis for rest, relaxation and recreation. 
As a special attraction there is a mini aero club that uses roof as a runway for its aircrafts. This provides a possibility of joining panoramic sightsee-
ing tours of island or taking part in one of several extreme flying sports. 
There are two ways to access the Dock: first one is by descending the cliff (RAMP construction) and the other by ropeway that connects opposing 
cliff and side of the Dock. Main construction of the Dock is concrete skeletal system with prefabricated ceiling elements. 
Exterior of the object covered with concrete panels as it represents cliffs that surrounds the object. In the interior, aside to concrete there are pres-
ent wooden and glass elements, depending on the purpose of space. 


